
How to decipher what model seat post
you have

Over the years the Kinekt seatpost has gone through some changes, from the model
name to the springs that are included with the purchase of a model. A common question
we get a lot is “How do I know what seat post I have?” Knowing the model you have
helps when purchasing parts for your seat post.

The models we have currently are called LR which stands for Lower Range and XR for
Extended Range.
Past models were called Body Float and they ranged in sizes. We had S/M/L and a
XL/2XL in the Body Float.

If you have a Body Float that is size S/M/L that now translates to an LR model, here is
how you can tell if you have an LR model.

All LR/Body Float S/M/L have an upper 1.5” spring, and the lower spring is going to
measure 1.75”. The lower side links to the LR model do not connect/join together
around the pre-load bolt. Below is an example of the springs and the lower side links.



All XR/Body Float XL/2XL have an upper 1.5” spring and a larger 2” lower spring. The
lower side links will connect/wrap around the preload bolt. Below is an example of the
springs and the lower side links.

Springs that we currently have and sell are all gray and have a painted line of the color.
In the past some springs have been all one color and sometimes you still find them in
older models or see them in older photos/videos of our seat post. If you are looking to
know what color springs you have, look for the painted color on the gray spring.



When purchasing parts for your seatpost, such as a new preload bolt/internal
bushings/control knob accessories/rebuild kit please make sure you know what model
you have and choose the corresponding parts to that model. All parts on our website
are labeled to choose what you need.

If you are still unsure what model you may have, please reach out and send photos to
info@cirruscycles.com and we are happy to help!
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